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Use of folding fans in period.

NOTE: See also the files: hnd-fan-hist-art, hnd-fan-cnst-art, feathers-msg, gloves-msg, pouches-msg, jewelry-msg.

************************************************************************
NOTICE -

This file is a collection of various messages having a common theme that I  have collected from my reading of the various computer networks. Some messages date back to 1989, some may be as recent as yesterday.

This file is part of a collection of files called Stefan's Florilegium. These files are available on the Internet at: http://www.florilegium.org

I  have done  a limited amount  of  editing. Messages having to do  with separate topics  were sometimes split into different files and sometimes extraneous information was removed. For instance, the  message IDs  were removed to save space and remove clutter.

The comments made in these messages are not necessarily my viewpoints. I make  no claims  as  to the accuracy  of  the information  given  by the individual authors.

Please  respect the time  and  efforts of  those who have written  these messages. The  copyright status  of these messages  is  unclear  at this time. If  information  is  published  from  these  messages, please give credit to the originator(s).

Thank you,
    Mark S. Harris                  AKA:  THLord Stefan li Rous
                                          Stefan at florilegium.org
************************************************************************

From: tristeen at aol.com (Tristeen)
Newsgroups: rec.org.sca
Subject: The Folding Fan
Date: 26 Oct 1994 17:49:01 -0400

A friend of Mine and I were discussing whether or not the folding fan is
"period" or not.  The sources I have found say that the folding fan was
introduced to Europe in the Mid 1500's.  Any help?
Thanks,
Tristeen Andree' Kilbourne
M.K.A  Emily Thompson


From: connect at aol.com (CONNECT)
Newsgroups: rec.org.sca
Subject: Re: The Folding Fan
Date: 27 Oct 1994 10:39:02 -0400

tristeen at aol.com (Tristeen) writes:
The sources I have found say that the folding fan was
introduced to Europe in the Mid 1500's.  Any help?

I've read that Elizabeth I had quite a number of fans in her wardrobe, and
I believe there are portraits of her holding one.  I'd have to look at the
pictures I have to get the exact painting for you, but I know I've seen
her holding a white folding fan.

Pattie Rayl


From: lford at unixg.ubc.ca (laura ford)
Newsgroups: rec.org.sca
Subject: Re: The Folding Fan
Date: 27 Oct 1994 19:50:17 GMT
Organization: University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada

Greetings!
     You might want to take a look at Volume 3 of Herbert Norris's 
Costume and Fashion series.  I just got my hands on it yesterday :) 
and noticed a section dealing with fans.  (This was in part II of 
Volume III, which is bound separately in the series at this library). 
It's out of print so try a university or public library.
                                                 Catherine Linnette
CONNECT 
(connect at aol.com) wrote:
: In article <38misd$grk at newsbf01.news.aol.com>, tristeen at aol.com (Tristeen)
: writes:

: The sources I have found say that the folding fan was
: introduced to Europe in the Mid 1500's.  Any help?

: I've read that Elizabeth I had quite a number of fans in her wardrobe, and
: I believe there are portraits of her holding one.  I'd have to look at the
: pictures I have to get the exact painting for you, but I know I've seen
: her holding a white folding fan.

: Pattie Rayl
                                                          Laura Ford
                                              SCA:Catherine Linnet
                                                    Vancouver, B.C.
                                              Hartwoodshire (at heart)


Subject: RE: [Sca-cooks] a couple of useful garb links/OT
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 2004 00:34:55 -0500
From: "Carper, Rachel" <rachel.carper at hp.com>
To: "Cooks within the SCA" <sca-cooks at ansteorra.org>

I was wandering around the Museum's links page and found this Fan
Museum. How cool is that?

http://www.fan-museum.org/

<the end>

